Better Prediction of Rising Health Spending to Improve Cost Containment

Why This Study Is Important
Patient-level efforts to contain health care spending depend on first identifying the most appropriate target patients based on their high spending. Current identification methods typically focus on a single aggregate measure of spending over a short period and have only modest predictive accuracy since spending may increase or decrease sharply over time. This study showcases an innovative data-driven method that examines spending over two years in order to identify groups of patients with distinct long-term spending trajectories and assesses whether future spending increases can be predicted by baseline factors that may be modifiable through timely intervention.

What These Findings Mean
Using trajectory modeling and a relatively simple set of baseline variables readily derived from claims, health plans and care delivery organizations can identify low-spending patients whose costs are expected to escalate and can better target cost-containment interventions to these patients. In addition, by focusing on potentially-modifiable baseline predictors of rising costs, payers and providers gain important levers for early interventions that may prevent cost escalation. In particular, ensuring adequate and coordinated use of office visits and needed medications may improve care and temper future spending increases for these high-risk patients.

What This Study Found
• Spending patterns over two years were best described by classifying patients into five groups: minimal users comprised 11 percent of the population; low-, moderate- and high-cost patients accounted for 15, 25, and 41 percent, respectively; and patients with rising costs were 8 percent of the population.
• Patients could be assigned to the five groups with a high level of predictive accuracy using baseline characteristics available from administrative claims data.
• For identifying patients with rising costs, the trajectory modeling approach outperformed the approach of focusing on low-spending patients whose costs later rise above a pre-set arbitrary threshold.
• Across patients with similar baseline spending, the odds of subsequently incurring rising spending were higher for patients using fewer medications, having fewer office visits, seeing a larger number of different physicians and using tobacco. These factors suggest patients to target for intervention.
• Potentially-modifiable baseline factors that were most predictive of rising costs over two years were average medication adherence, the number of office visits, and the number of medications. Early intervention to improve these factors may prevent cost escalation.

More About This Study
This study used 2012-2013 Medicare fee-for-service claims to compute monthly inflation-adjusted health care spending for continuously-eligible aged beneficiaries over two years. Baseline characteristics for this same population were derived from the 2011 claims files and included a mix of 37 sociodemographic variables, comorbidities, and health care use measures. Eleven baseline characteristics were deemed to be potentially modifiable through cost containment or care management interventions. Trajectory modeling was used to identify groups of patients with similar spending patterns over time. Boosted logistic regressions were then used to predict membership in each trajectory group, alternatively using the full set of baseline characteristics and only those seen as potentially modifiable. Multivariable logistic regressions were estimated across four groups of patients with similar baseline spending to identify the modifiable baseline factors that best predicted which patients would become more costly over time.
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